Revolutionize your Dock and Yard Management with SmartDock

SmartDock solution is the missing link between your Warehouse Management System and Transportation Management Software. It optimally matches shipments and deliveries with available resources – equipment, docks, and people – and maximizes their utilization, while minimizing congestion, using intuitive communication with truck drivers.

With our solution for the weakest link in your logistics, you will achieve improved resource planning, simplified communication, and reduced costs.

**SmartDock Benefits:**

- **Full control** of yard and docks through insightful user interface and reporting
- **Cost reduction** thanks to better time and resource management, as a result of effective communication
- **Easy communication** with all involved parties
Take Control of Your Yard and Docks

SmartDock, an easy-to-use tool, connects docks, yards, warehouses, dispatch, expeditors, and truck drivers, enabling **effortless time slot management**, as well as inbound and outbound deliveries easy to (re)schedule, assign to available staff and resources, and keep track of.

All You Need - On One Screen

SmartDock displays everything that’s happening in your yard on one centralized screen with multiple views, allowing you full insight and control, as well as quick entry and editing, alongside convenient management of all shipment data. Features like **Drag and Drop** function, **overview of the yard**, and **statistics**, make it an intuitive and **user-friendly** tool.

Our clients profit from

- **31%** average cost reduction.
- **65%** up to 65% time saving (more vehicles can be processed).
- **27%** up to 27% reduction of inventory stock.
- **70 Min** up to 70 minutes loading/unloading time reduction per truck.

What sets us apart from similar solutions?

- Adapting to clients’ needs
- Integrating with different systems

Creating value through partnership

Comtrade Digital Services provides strategic software engineering services and solutions. For 30 years, we have enabled companies from various industries to innovate faster and transform digitally, using agile development methodologies, innovative technology, and business acumen.

- **30** years of experience
- **2K+** employees worldwide
- **18** offices worldwide

E: info.de@comtrade.com
www.smartdock.at
www.industry.comtradedigital.com